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Siril scripts

Since its early days, Siril can take user inputs as textual commands, from the command line. 
Recently, more commands have been added, enabling for a basic automated processing of images. 
Commands can be stored in a file that we call script, and they are executed one after the other. 
Some commands can be used in scripts, some cannot, this is indicated in the help of the command 
line from the graphical user interface of Siril.
Since release 0.9.9, Siril can execute scripts from a file. Since 0.9.10, commands can also be taken 
from a named pipe.

There are two ways to start a script manually:
using the @ keyword on the command line, followed by the script name, as explained here,
or use the Scripts menu.

The scripts menu only appears if some scripts have been found in the script search directories 
defined either by default or by the user in the preference menu.

Prerequisite

Script for DSLR color camera preprocessing

This script needs 4 sets of RAW images in the working directory, within 4 directories:
biases,
flats,
darks
and lights

Using scripts
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Prerequisites are always indicated in remarks at the beginning of each script.
You can read them during the running of the script, or after it, or by opening the script file with a 
text editor.

Organize your files in the working directory as follows:
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Or follow this link : https://free-astro.org/index.php?title=Siril:scripts

 menu/preference/script

Get Scripts

If you want to add your own scripts to the location of your choice

https://free-astro.org/index.php?title=Siril:scripts
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A sample video is available below.

Automate the processing of your astronomic images and videos with Siril

1 Create the directories if needed, and copy the raw images
Directories
in your working directory, you must have these 4 sub-directories

biases,
flats,
darks
and lights

copy the raw images to their corresponding directories
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2 Check that you are in the desired working directory.
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3 Run the appropriate script

For One-Shot Color (OSC) DSLR or Astro camera

Result

OSC_Preprocessing.ssf
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When the script ends, you get a RGB file named result.fit.
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Comments

We also suggest users to use  to generate scripts or Sirilot to Sirilic[https://gitlab.com/free-astro/sirilic]

provide a more suited way to manage all the files required for such a processing.





https://gitlab.com/free-astro/sirilic
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